Available Collar Features:
Intelo User Guide
Switching the Collar On
Remove the magnet from the end cap. The transmitter will then turn
on (there may be a 3-6 second delay). The collar will normally
transmit one beep per second.
Magnet off will
turn collar on

Switching the Collar Off
Place magnet on the end cap of transmitter. Use receiver to
check and make sure collar is off.
*Make sure the magnet
is seated firmly into
Magnet on will
the end cap.
turn collar off

Bark Indicator
The Bark Indicator is activated when your animal is barking.
The collar’s signal will rapidly double-beep when triggered.

Tree Switch or Point Mode (Motion Sensor)
The Tree Switch is activated when your animal has treed and
the Point Mode is activated when your animal stops moving
(or goes on point). For either feature the collar’s signal will
beep twice as fast as normal when triggered. If your collar has
a Tree Switch, see illustration below for correct collar
placement.

Proper orientation on dog for best possible tree switch function

Low Battery Warning
When the batteries in the collar get low, the collar will transmit eight
rapid beeps followed by one normal beep, repeatedly.
Replacing Batteries
First, remove the end cap and replace both old batteries with new 3.6 V
AA Lithium batteries. Make sure the batteries are installed properly
with the polarities matching the + and - indicators on the collar. Place
end cap back onto transmitter and check with receiver to make sure
collar is working properly.
Note: New 3.6 V lithium batteries may require a few seconds to
become activated when placed in your collar. You may also hear the low
battery warning for the first 10-20 seconds.

Note that the screw on the end cap is pointing toward the dog’s right side.

If you have any questions, or need assistance, please contact
Tracker at 1-800-900-2113 or visit www.trackerradio.com

